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 exe) program uses its own unique and randomly generated serial number when it first runs. The premium version of MPC
(MPCX, MPC VX, or .exe) generates a different serial number each time it runs. When your MPC (Renaissance, Studio, Studio
Black, or .exe) program is connected to MPCX, MPC VX, or .exe, the serial number changes. This serial number is not shared
with anyone, and you cannot have two MPC programs (MPC and MPCX, MPC and MPC VX, or MPC and .exe) connected to

the same computer. If you try to purchase an MPC program, and if the serial number of the MPC program that you already have
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does not match the serial number of the MPC program that you're trying to purchase, MPC will not let you purchase that MPC
program. MPC will show an error message that says, for example, "MPC is unable to purchase MPCX because its serial number
is different than the serial number of the MPCX that it is already using. Please contact your software distributor." If you have an

MPC program (Renaissance, Studio, Studio Black, or .exe) and if the serial number of that MPC program does not match the
serial number of the MPC program that you want to purchase, MPC will allow you to purchase the MPC program. MPC will not

show an error message. Your software distributor can notify you if your MPC program's serial number has been changed. My
serial number doesn't work! ----------------------------- If you get a message that says "My serial number doesn't work", MPC
needs to change its own serial number. MPC will do this to protect you from unauthorized copying of your MPC programs.
MPC does this automatically, in the background, when you start your MPC programs. (If you are using MPC, MPCX, MPC
VX, or .exe, MPC will change its serial number automatically when you connect MPCX, MPC VX, or .exe to MPC.) When

MPCX, MPC VX, or .exe first connects to MPC, MPC will copy its 520fdb1ae7
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